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Bigger is Better: Science
Lab Upgrades for Next Year

ure about the new, larger sinks in her
lab.
Both teachers seemed especially
proud of the new separate storage area
which allows for more space in both of
their rooms. Ms. Scheier‘s room will be 8
meters by 9 meters. Mr. Lee‘s room will
hydrochloric acid, and certain metals
Cameron Beck
be 13 meters by 6 meters. The shared
like magnesium for his labs.
storage room will be 4.5 meters by 4.5
Ms. Scheier added, ―There will be
Attention All Students! A
meters, capable of holding all the lab
lots of new equipment geared towards
Miracle Has Occurred!
equipment and allowing for a more spaAP labs.‖ What this means is that the
The smelly sinks,
cious classroom environment.
cramped labs, and lack of AP classes will have the opportunity to
Soon, the students at BFS will have
take part in more complex labs due to
equipment are all probthe opportunity to use the school facililems which students will no longer have the new equipment, providing an enrich- ties to their maximum potential and
ing learning experience for student and
to deal with in the science labs. This is
really get the most out of the science
teacher alike. Ms. Scheier is exited that program here at BFS.
because we are acquiring new science
facilities at BFS next year. Mr. Lee and biology classes will be able to conduct
Ms. Scheier, the science teachers at BFS, more labs involving photosynthesis.
have been able to shed some light on the They will be able to do this because they
new labs, sharing their excitement about will have special lights which will allow
them to grow plants indoors.
the upcoming changes.
The Science teachers are also eager
Mr. Lee stated, ―It is difficult in
to occupy their newly furnished labs/
Korea to acquire specific chemicals and
classrooms. Mr. Lee is excited about his
large quantities of them‖. Mr. Lee then
new gas valves and nice smelling sinks,
continued to say that he will still use
while Ms. Scheier expressed her pleasbasic chemicals like sodium hydroxide,

Put Your Dancing Shoes On, BFS!
I heard the bass player is
Louis Kim
dreamy ;).
The shiny golden entry
The year‘s
ticket you buy is going to be
top display of
used for a raffle to win secret
teen angst and
awkwardness is prizes. There will be a photo
booth so people to get into
upon us. The
groups and goof around for
long awaited BFS Prom will
funny pictures to make
be held at Bella Cita in
memories that will last a lifeGwanganli on Thursday
night, May 16th. Get ready to time. And of course, no prom
is complete without the vothave the best night of your
ing of the king and queen.
life this year.
There will be an Italian Who will they be this year?
The only way to find out is to
style buffet with delicious
food for you to indulge. A pro- come to Bella Cita Thursday
fessional DJ will be spinning night.
The Prom Committee
everyone‘s favorite jams – so
has been working around the
expect a packed dance floor.
Mute Exile, our school‘s very clock to create a prom that is
different than your typical
own super talented rock
band, will pump up the crowd school dance. They don‘t want
with pure rock ‗n roll energy. you to just arrive, eat, maybe

dance a little, and then leave.
Ms. Gawboy, the head of the
Prom Committee, said,
―There will be a lot of new
activities at prom. We focused
on ‗Americanizing‘ the Prom.
We all wanted to make this
prom something really different from the one held last
year.‖
Fashion plays a pivotal
role in making prom something memorable. Since the
concept of Prom this year
is ―Hollywood‖, students
and faculty will be
dressed in their best. Be
sure to check out Terra
Bae‘s fashion column in
Shark Bytes to make sure
you learn prom fashion
Do‘s and Don‘ts.

To go along with this
year‘s Hollywood theme, special ―Oscar Awards‖ will be
given out. Students will be
voting for winners in several
different categories.
Tarah Wang serves on prom
committee and remarked,
―We want everyone who
comes to prom to take a prize
home with them.‖ The 2013
prom has something fun for
everyone. See you Thursday
night!
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East Meets West:
Terrorism
Noah Hong
The U.S. has been subjected
to terrorism that threatened the lives
of many ordinary citizens. The most
recent terrorism event was the bombing at the Boston Marathon. The
bombing occurred on April 15th and
killed 3 people and injured 264. This
tragic event made headlines in the
global media for quite a long time.
The most famous act of terror on American soil was 9/11—the
September 11th Attacks that happened in 2001 in New York City. It
involved four consecutive suicidal
plane crashes that resulted in causalities of nearly 3000 citizens and injured over 6000. It was a massive
destruction that put the U.S. in panic
–mode for a long time and is still remembered by many people around the
world.
When students at BFS were
asked to compare terrorism in the US
and Korea, the answers were not surprisingly all similar.
Freshman Diana Lyu thinks
―It was really cruel. I was surprised
that these kinds of people (terrorists)
still exist in the world. I don‘t understand why they do this.‖
When interviewees were
asked which country, South Korea or

SAT Scandal Rocks ROK

the United States, they felt safer in, it
was a unanimous vote for South Korea as expected. Sophomore Steve
Park, who has lived in South Korea
most of his life, answered, ―Korea is
way safer than the U.S., because in
the U.S., there are a lot of terrorist
attacks, but I cannot think of any
attacks that have occurred in South
Korea.‖
Why does everyone agree
that South Korea is safer than America? Junior Louis Kim answered, ―I
think mutual hatred is the main factor in terrorism. Also, different beliefs
from different people that cannot be
reconciled.‖
Freshman Justin Kang
mentioned, ―Korea does not really
face terrorism, because it is a pretty
small country, so it is not a target of
enemies. America faces more, since
they have more enemies around the
world such as al-Qaeda which caused
9/11‖.
Terrorism is defined as the use
of violence, especially murder and
bombing, in order to achieve political
aims or to force a government to do
something. In order for the U.S. government to ensure safety and secure
its citizens from terrorism, America
must first address their enemies
around the world.

the validity of
the SAT test,
but it also seBrandon Green
the SAT in the hopes of atverely damages opportunities
tending universities in the
for future test-takers in Korea.
It‘s that
United States. Korea is the
There has already been word
time of year
land of academic study and
circling around that the June
again. Or at least test-taking, so it‘s no surprise test is subject to cancellation
it was supposed
that students prepare for the
and if just a few more red flags
to be. The cancel- SAT years in advance, some
pop up, College Board may
lation of the May SAT exam in even before the beginning of
cancel test-taking privileges in
South Korea forced thousands high school. Many students
Korea altogether.
of kids to alter their plans for
elect to attend cram schools –
Is Korea destined to
the future, causing an uproar institutes where they memoface the same fate as China?
across the nation and
rize hundreds of vocabulary
Years ago, the reports of
neighboring countries as well. words a day, write precheating in China were so high
In February, the Seoul Central formatted essays, and learn
that the SAT was permanently
Prosecutor‘s Office had reason test-taking skills that revolve banned across the country;
to believe that eight separate
around exploiting the system. now kids from China wishing
―cram‖ schools in Gangnam
When so much pressure is
to take the SAT must travel to
had their hands on testing
placed on high-stakes testing, neighboring Korea or Japan. It
material, forcing College
is it any wonder that cheating has become the norm in Korea
Board to suspend testing in
occurs? Obviously something
to take the SAT multiple times
May.
is wrong here.
in order to receive a good
Each year, a large numNot only does this issue of score, but if the test were to be
ber of students in Korea take
cheating raise the question of banned from the country, re-

sources would limit the students‘ opportunities to travel
to Japan to take the test more
than once.
Regardless of what the
outcome is, one thing is certain: there needs to be reformation in Korea. Rather than
ruin the chances of students
all over the country, academies should put less focus on
preparing for one test, and
instead put their energies into
providing students with a
more fundamental educational
background, emphasizing, of
course, that cheating is not the
way to go.
Hopefully, academies
in the future will take this
punishment as a wake-up call
and rise to the level of integrity and respect that hardworking students, the College
Board, and universities in the
United States deserve.
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What’s in Your Pocket? Apple vs. Samsung
Another criticizer is tenth grader
Steve Park. He says, ―To listen to music,
Pepsi vs. Coke, Marvel vs. you can only use iTunes, and you have to
DC, and of course Apple vs. make an account to download apps from
the app store. It‘s kind of disturbing to
Samsung.
Pop culture is full of
opposing forces, especially
when it comes to smart
phones.
These two technological giants have
been competing with each other for the
past few years. BFS students and faculty
members shared their opinions about
various devices.
Ninth grader Terra Bae thinks,
―The iPhone 5 is light and easy to use . . .
plus the iPhone 5 has an HD quality
share my personal information. I think
screen, which was better than my previthat Apple hasn‘t been making improveous phone which was a Samsung.‖
ments since Steve Jobs died. I think Apple
Still, Apple sales are starting to
is just an average brand.‖
fall. There have been many criticisms
Mr. Lipsky, Mass Media and
about this so-called perfect company.
Journalism teacher, said, ―Apple has no
Ninth grader Jason Lee remarks, variety for their devices . . . Samsung has
―I have an iPhone but I prefer Samsung
many different Galaxies but Apple just
more. This is because my iPhone can‘t get has one plain old iPhone.‖
on Wi-Fi very well, even when I‘m in a hot
Many BFS students use Samsung
spot. Also, Apple products are too expenover Apple, since Samsung is a Korean
sive, even though they are nearly the
company. Haley Park is a ninth grader
same quality as a Samsung device.‖
who has recently purchased the new Gal-

Justin Kang

axy S4. She has only used it for a week
but she found many advantages to this
phone. She states, ―The S4 has cool apps
and features, like Air View. This is where
your hand gestures help you to use your
phone, like sliding the screen up and
down. Another really cool and unique feature is this app that gives you one minute
to spin your arm as fast as you can. If you
get a lot of spins, you get more points, and
use those points for more Wi-Fi data.‖
Tenth grader Dan Kim thinks, ―A
Samsung phone is way better than an
Apple phone because it is cheaper, has a
way better camera, its stronger and sturdier, and you can change battery packs.‖
Mr. Pierog, the middle school
math teacher has experience with both
Samsung and Apple, but he chose Samsung. He stated, ―If I were to choose, I do
like Apple, too, but I would choose Samsung because it has higher quality. You
can tinker with the insides of a Samsung
product, but you can‘t do it with an Apple
product.‖
The verdict is in. Most people at BFS
prefer Samsung over Apple. But are we
biased because Samsung is Korean?
Where have all the Apple fanboys gone?

Kenny + Math Club = Great Memories2
with math‖.
But, why,
you may ask, is
This June marks the end of Kenny‘s reign as
Kenny so enamored
the self-proclaimed Prince of Math. Queen
with math? Kenny
Claypool is sad to see him leave to go fight the
excitedly explained,
crusades in America, but is excited to see him
move on to his next life adventure. Queen Clay- ―I see life as a complex problem to solve.
pool‘s words of advice to Kenny are, ―Never be
afraid to try new things, and do cool stuff.‖ This Thus, math problems
advice is not only for Prince Kenny, but also for are simplified logical
questions from which I can find some answers to my life‖. He
other seniors who are moving on to college.
obviously has a different view of math than that of other stuMath Club was created last year by Kenny, Ms. Claypool,
and many other students who were interested in math. Accord- dents! However, there are other students like Kenny who do
love math. ―We have about five people in Math Club and about
ing to Ms. Claypool, ―Kenny had a plan where he would earn
ten more on the competitive Math Team,‖ expressed Kenny.
community hours, and in return, younger students would reLastly, when asked about his favorite part of Math Club,
ceive math help.‖
Kenny joked, ―Oreos? All of us love Oreos, and Mrs. Claypool
Kenny added, ―It‘s a mutual benefit in that while stugives them out every day. If you want some Oreos yourself, you
dents get my help, I am aided in return as I review concepts
that I would not have looked at again if not for helping students should come to Math Club!‖

Yan Yugay
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Soobin’s Study Tips for Studious Students
way more.
While class time and taking good
notes may be essential, what you do with
SATs, AP exams, or Finals
— does the mere mention of that knowledge is also important. If you
review what you learned every day, even if
these words fill you with
only 15 minutes a day, you'll find yourself
dread? Well, don't worry.
I've got some study tips that acing all of your classes with flying colors.
can help you survive the big Studies show that reviewing new material
bad tests. The top five study within 24 hours of hearing it helps you
tips I have for you are: take remember it by 60%. Think about the
SAT's; you'll need to remember what
good notes, have a good attitude, review
review review, be healthy, and use memorization techniques for things you have to
memorize.
First, make sure to take good notes.
Having good notes make all the difference
for getting good grades. Also, make sure to
keep your notes for your classes separate.
That way, it's easier to organize your notes
and find them when you need them. Next,
write down what your teacher writes on
the board; if they make the effort to write
it on the board, it's probably worth taking
you've learned in all of your high school
note of. These are all tips for taking notes, classes, and simply reviewing your new
and while notes are important, so is being material every night will definitely help
involved during class.
you get a higher score on the SAT's, no
Class time is crucial. It's very impor- doubt.
tant to be involved, because if you interact
Next, don't forget to exercise. It is
more while learning, the material stays in scientifically proven that exercise stimuyour head better, and you're probably less lates growth of neurons in a central part of
likely to fall asleep. If you find yourself
the brain responsible for memory, the hipdozing off during your long English class or pocampus. Exercising before studying or
your confusing Math class, raise your hand doing homework is a great idea. If you're
and get involved, and don't be afraid to ask studying for an important test or trying to
questions about what you don't understand. solve impossible trigonometry problems,
If you use these tips, you're sure to stay
exercise beforehand so your brain is more
awake, and you'll understand your classes prepped for the mental activity. Moreover,

Soobin Bae

―If you review what
you learned every day,
even if only 15 minutes a
day, you'll find yourself
acing all of your classes
with flying colors.‖

exercise is just plain good for your health!
Now, here are a few tips from your
fellow BFS students. Senior Brandon
Green says, "You should drink a lot of water. Also, eat some snacks, and make sure
to get a lot of sleep. Never sleep after midnight." Obviously these study tips worked
out pretty well for him, seeing his SAT
score! Next, Freshman Justin Kang says,
"Be interested in your class and have a
positive attitude." Freshman Noah Hong
also says, "Listen to your teachers during
class." Mr. Lund, who went to Harvard
University, says, "Be efficient with time,
and don't multitask. Each time you sit
down, set a goal for what you want to accomplish." This is good advice, because
multitasking is proven to slow down progress. Lastly, Mr. Brennan says to ask
yourself, "Is your attitude helping or hurting your education?" If you have a negative
attitude towards school, it's probably hurting your grades, and your performance will
probably improve if you think optimistically about school.
These are just a few tips that can
help you study and be successful in school.
Everyone finds their own study tips and
techniques throughout their high school
years, so don't think that there's a set of
rules that a perfect student must follow.
And finally, don't ever feel like studying is
everything. Having success in school is
important, but be sure to balance out making great memories with your friends and
family before you graduate school and begin your life!
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Dear Caroline,
Caroline Kreitzer’s Advice Column
Dear Caroline,
I really like this boy, and I was
brave enough to tell him myself. Now every
time I try to talk to him I end up saying the
wrong thing. It makes me look like a complete fool and this possibly lowers his interest in me (that depends on if he ever had any, anyways). I am so lost and stuck I
don‘t know what to do. Should I avoid talking to him or maybe
even move on? Can you please help me!!?
From,
Lost and stuck

Everyone has flaws, and that‘s what makes you, well, you. If
after a few months he still isn‘t showing any interest, I would
reevaluate the relationship and maybe try to move on. But
right now just be yourself and show him how much fun you are.
-- it will definitely get him thinking about what you said.
Dear Caroline,
This is my very first prom. What should I do to have a
great time?
From,
Nervous Girl
Dear Nervous Girl,

The first prom or any prom in general is pretty nerve
racking. It‘s the one time of the year where everyone dresses
Dear Lost and Stuck,
up and goes to a big party with their ―date‖. This can lead to
some awkward situations, so here is my advice: You want to
First of all, your idea of saying the wrong thing is probalook your best, so find a dress that you enjoy wearing and like
bly not that crazy sounding to him or anyone else but yourself. yourself in. It‘s better to be comfortable in your own skin (and
You just told him you like him and are more self conscious of
look good doing it) than to wear a huge, fluffy dress you can‘t
what you say and do around him than ever before, so it makes move in. You will have much more fun if you are able to relax
sense that you would want to say the right thing. If you DO get and not have to sit still in a corner because you‘re afraid of
really nervous and sometimes even forget how to talk at all
messing up your makeup or outfit. Also, if your ―date‖ is somearound him, that‘s okay too. Everyone has felt like that at
one you absolutely never talk to, start having some conversasome point. Try this: Every time you‘re with him, remind your- tions BEFORE the night of prom. Get to know each other so
self that you are worth his time, and that you CAN do this
you will have something to talk about. Also, I would suggest
without messing up. I think it helps if you‘ll just take a deep
going with a group of close friends so you don‘t feel the presbreath and approach the whole situation as if you are talking
sure of being alone. Remember, prom is one of those iconic
to one of your close friends. You‘ll get more comfortable and
events that you‘ll remember for the rest of your life, and you
loosen up, and then he can see the real you. People usually
want to have memories of being with the people you care
like other people who are genuine. So you shouldn't be afraid
about!
to be yourself around him, even if it sometimes seems silly.

The Chopstick: Geochang Soondubu
A Restaurant Review
By Sangheon Lee
Want a break from
greasy burgers and
fries? Try Soondubu
Jjigae (soft tofu soup)
at Geochang Soondubu Restaurant. This
Korean soup cafe is
located on the righthand side of the road
on the walk from BFS
down to E-Mart. They
specialize in tofu soup – hence the name.
You can enjoy palate-cleansing Korean
cuisine for only 5,000 won. This eatery
will leave you satisfied in the stomach and
in the wallet.
The design of the restaurant is attractive and unique. The first thing you
notice is the traditional Korean architecture, AKA Hanok. The quaint and cozy
interior is comfortable, with old school
floor seating or regular length tables to
choose from.
The service was quite impressive.
There was a friendly waiter who generously gave our newspaper staff extra soup
and rice. She was also friendly and dedi-

your cards right.
Low-cost Korean restaurants
are a dime a dozen in this
city. How can you truly tell that you‘re
cated to all the other customers. It felt
going to get the most bang for your buck
like I was back in America during
at these cheap diners? Look for the taxis
Thanksgiving with mom and grandma
parked out front. If there are a lot of
feeding a houseful of guests.
The soup was beyond satisfying, I ajusshi cab drivers eating there, you've hit
the jackpot. Geochung Soondubu is loaded
had to loosen up my belt when I left the
place. With all the Soondubu restaurants with these folks. Next time you are walkout there, you really need that extra kick ing down to the subway or E-mart from
to make a lasting impression. The chefs at school on an empty stomach, be sure to
stop in for some of the best soondubu in
Geochung Soondubu pack that punch I
town.
was looking for. Remember to crack the
raw egg into your
soup the instant that
the boiling pot hits
your table. The egg
truly completes the
meal. The spiciness
felt like fireworks in
my mouth, but the
softness of the tofu
balanced it out.
Besides the
massive soup, you can
customize your own
bowl of bibimbap any
way you would like.
You have the potential to eat intense
amounts of food at
this place if you play
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Riki Freud’s Couch: Stress & Your Life
Many other students have similar concerns regarding academic achievement. Yan Yugay, an 11th grader, menWhat in your life causes stress? Your
tioned that ―the time when you[‘re] waitfriends? Your homework? Your parents?
ing [for] the score on the exams‖ is a maIn psychological terms, stress is a
state of mental or emotional strain. It also jor source of stress.
But it isn‘t just students who
refers to how we process environmental
suffer stress. Mr. Brennan, an English
change. Stressors are the factors in your
teacher at BFS, states that he becomes
environment that cause stress, such as
stressed when trying to teach students
heat in summer or a nagging mother.
who show little enthusiasm for education.
These stressors can affect students
The effort of exerting so much energy toand faculty by reducing their ability for
ward motivating students occasionally
great academic achievements. ―I have a
angers him. According to Mr. Brennan,
strong feeling of responsibility when it
―The real problem is,
when I become stressed,
students see that and
they become stressed, too.
If I‘m not careful, or if I‘m
having a bad day, a vicious cycle can easily take
place – a sort of toxic
learning environment.‖
Do any positive effects
result from stress? In the
short-term, stress might
help someone cram for
test, but accumulated
stress can lead to uncontrollable outbursts of anger. Another
comes to things like education,‖ says a
negative outcome to accumulated stress is
hard working 11th grader, Louis Kim. For poor physical health. 11th grader Hemie
him, his fear of academic failure is a
Choi finds that she is more susceptible to
stressor, which may drive him to put
illness during her times of stress. These
more effort into schoolwork, but may also mental and bodily problems usually tend
cause unwanted anxiety.
to influence one‘s success in school, lead-

Riki Jeon

ing to even more stress. Stress breeds
stress, so they say.
What are some of the ways students at BFS relieve their stress? Personal interests and hobbies play a big role.
Diana, 9th grade, and Louis Kim, 11th
grade, relieve their stress by listening to
music, for instance.
Here are some ways you might
relieve stress in your life. First, unplug
yourself from your social network. Enjoy
some quiet time alone, perhaps by working on a project in which you can ―lose
yourself.‖
Second, be a little selfish and
start saying ―No‖ to others. People who
volunteer their time in ways that do not
benefit their own interests may end up
feeling overwhelmed. If you do volunteer
your time, make sure you do so because
you want to.
The third method is an obvious
one: exercise. You don‘t need to enroll in a
gym; a brisk walk around the park or a
bike ride can suffice. This method is also
a great way to relieve insomnia (which
many stressed-out people experience).
Positive thinking is the fourth
step. This may be hard to carry out at
first, but if you can reverse patterns of
negative thinking, you may find that the
everyday things that gave you stress no
longer have the same effect. Remember to
keep in mind the Big Picture, and be content to let the little things slide.

Kenny’s Corner
Kenny Kim, the President of Math Club, Challenges YOU!
Try to complete this math problem. If you think you got the correct answer,
email byungchank@gmail.com and try to win a fabulous prize!
Penguin Printing Press is printing a 90 page novel with 5 chapters, and chapter 1 starts on page 1. Each chapter is a multiple of
three number of pages long (such as 3, 6, 9...). The printing press accidentally printed the book starting on page 5. What is the
probability that at least 3 of the chapters are a multiple of five number of pages long (such as 5, 10, 15...)?
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Stylin’ & Profilin’ with Terra Bae
Prom Fashion
Spring is here, which means prom is near.
BFS fashionista Terra Bae has some advice for
students who are unsure of what to wear. The
theme is Hollywood, so you should definitely
dress to impress. This year‘s prom requires more of a formal
look to match the theme. Get your best outfit together, rent a
limo, and prepare for the red carpet!
Girls
Girls, we all know you want to look your best for prom, be
ready to sparkle, shine, and glitz. Make your outfit seem like
you are a celebrity in Hollywood. You should find a dress that
compliments your body. A simple black dress might be the perfect choice. Monochromatic clothes are very ―in‖
this year.

Guys
Guys, even though you think they are in style, don‘t wear
super skinny jeans because they are losing their popularity. Try
to wear something more serious, remember this is a more formal prom. Don‘t wear any fabric that is too shiny or has too
much neon, this not in fashion right now. Many girls are just
looking for a guy at prom with a basic and simple style. Just
keep it classic, keep it timeless, keep it tasteful, and formal.
Guys‘ shouldn‘t be sensitive to body shape like a girl would
be. But never wear a jacket that doesn‘t fit. The shoulder of the
jacket should not pass the shoulder, nor ride up because it‘s too
tight. It may be hard to find a jacket for prom, but the good
news is that you have a few more
days to find the perfect clothes.
Here are some ideas for men:
1—Try a formal and regal look.
Wear a simple button up shirt and
tie, with a classic black blazer and
checkered gray pants.

Apple—A person with the
body shape of an apple is
very glamorous and has
beautiful legs. Don‘t wear
something that‘s too tight
on the hips, try something
that can show off your
legs and also the top half
of your body to balance
things out.
Pear—A long dress or a dress that goes
just below your knees can show the best of
your shape. Wear a dress that is tight on
the top and fluffy on the bottom. If you
want to show a bit of the shape of your
waist, then try adding a dressy thin belt.
Banana—Finding a dress for this body
type is not hard.
Choose something
with a pattern
that outlines your
shape to give an
illusion of a fuller look. Also, picking a
dress that has materials on the front
can be a way to create the illusion of a
more voluminous body. But it is important to stay away from bright neoncolored, tight clothes.
Hourglass—
This body
shape in known to be the most ideal.
Wear something that is snug. Find a
dress that hugs your waist.
Extra Tips—If your dress is too simple
try some big accessories; something either sparkly or calm. It‘s not bad to
match your shoe color with your earrings, unless you dress is black or anything dark.

2—A bomber Jacket may make
you look more relaxed, yet still
fashionable. Adding this with
just a white collared button
down shirt and black pants
can complete the look. Don‘t
forget your tie to keep the outfit more classy and traditional.
3—If you want to wear the
typical blazer, shirt, tie, and
pants then try something
that‘s not too tacky. Calm colors are perfect. Skinny ties are in
right now, try to bring your outfit together with one.
4—Since the themes is Hollywood,
dress like the stars in LA. Wear a
suit and tie. Try a matching vest
under your suit jacket. Remember
that tip—monochromatic style is
in right now.
There are many options out
there for guys and girls, but with
the help of Terra Bae and Shark
Bytes you will be a hit. Follow
these fashion tips if you want the
heads to turn at prom! Remember,
prom is Thursday night, May 18th,
at Bella Citta in Gwangali. See
you on the red carpet!
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Jay-Pop on K-Pop: Hyped-Up Boy Bands
them and some pretty much worship
them. But, they do it with a good reason
since nowadays, instrumental skills don‘t
Ah… boy bands. Girls
matter as much and it is technically still
go crazy with joy when
good music.‖ Personally, I respect Big
they see them; guys become furious at
Bang more than One Direction because
their mere existence. Why do they drive
they have non-repetitive lyrics in their
people to such emotional disparity?
songs. Each line is there for a reason, and
A furious high school junior,
the only part that repeats itself is the
Louis Kim, says, ―Singing isn‘t enough to
chorus. The lyrics are more fluid and
be a band. They‘re a bunch of people
sound
brought together by a company to sell
great in Korean. Members of Big Bang
music to teenage girls. A true band conmaintain their popularity through indisists of members, each with an individual
vidual activities, such as solo singles/
skill, such as guitar, bass, drums, or
albums, acting, and musicals.
singing.‖ I couldn‘t have said it better
Most females reading this will
myself. With the significantly huge deprobably think, ―HOW CAN YOU MAKE
crease in music quality nowadays, it‘s sad
FUN OF ONE DIRECTION? I LOVE
to see boy bands making a comeback.
THEM THEY ARE MY LIFE! DON‘T BE
Even though most of the
JEALOUS OF MY HUSBANDO!‖ If you
boy band population lies in Southeast
think about it, they were MADE to sell to
Asia, there is still one major boy band
people like you. The only thing that boy
running around
bands are doing is using their appeartoday: One Direction.
ances to get you to buy their clothing
Let‘s take a closer look. My first
brand or their perfume brand. The sucreaction to One Direction was positive;
cessfulness of a boy band is decided by
they were the 3rd place winners in the XHowever, One Direction did do
their face and audio editing crew. A boy
Factor that got them the privilege to
one amazing act. They gave about
band‘s selling point is their face and when
make their first song: ―What Makes You
$31,000 worth of instruments to charity.
that‘s gone no one really cares. If you lisBeautiful‖. Cool, right? They got the
But sadly, even so, only one of them can
ten to some older boy bands such as Back
chance to make a single even though they play an instrument.
Street Boyz or New Kids on the Block,
weren‘t in first place. But, when the third
Currently, the most popular boy
would you still like them for their music?
place winners of a semi-respectable show band in Korea is probably Big Bang.
Those people are what One Direction will
gains more popularity than the first place Justin Kang, regarding Big Bang, said,
be in years. Just some old washed up haswinner (who barely anyone can remem―Boy bands are more effective in Korea
beens that everyone will most likely not
ber), you know something‘s wrong. They
than America because they treat them as
even care about.
rose quickly with their debut single,
something above people. They idolize
where they sang about how beautiful a

Jason Lee

girl was without describing any of her
physical features. The point of this song is
to make every pubescent girl imagine
themselves as the girl that One Direction
is crazy about. One Direction doesn‘t even
know them! When I asked people about
what they thought of One Direction, BFS
Senior, Caroline Kreitzer attempted to
sing the chorus and replied enthusiastically, ―That‘s what makes you beautiful. I
LOVE THEM.‖

Shark Maze
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Shark Fun

BFS Crossword Clues
Across
1. Where we would go during the
summer to swim
5. Must have item for camps
(delicious food)
8. Fun activity that you do to
catch
10. Way to cool the hot temperature of the summer
11. What people would do with a
screen and fingers
13. Where you would jump in to
cool your body and have fun
17. Whom you will never meet in
summer break (probably)
20. Way to relax your body from
stress
21. Going to other places
22. A vehicle, which is used to
move around a body of water
23. What you put on to prevent
sunburns

Q: What did the apple

Q: Why is 6 afraid of 7?

say to the banana?
A: Nothing, Apples can’t talk

when the girl fish swam by?

A: Because 7 8 9

Q: What did the boy fish say

Down
2. You will die without this item
during the summer
3. Temperature during the summer
4. Having fun with friends
6. What we would do when we go
camping
7. When you meet your friends
and families that you haven't met
for long time
9. One of the worst things to do
in the summer
10. Sleeping at friends house
12. Fun amusement park for kids
and home of Mickey Mouse
14. What you would cook during
a Campfire
15. What you ride to a foreign
place or country
16. Way to darken your skin
through the sun
18. Work given to students
19. The main cause of stress for
high school students
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A: Oh Dang!
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Mr. Lipsky & Mr. Brennan
thank the readers for supporting
our new school newspaper. Be
sure to spread the word about
this awesome new publication.
Keep reading, BFS!
Email Dan Himes at danhimes@gmail.com if you need a website
specifically for English speakers. Dan designs the most cutting
edge foreigner websites, including:
www.busanhaps.com & www.groovemagazine.com.
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Soccer Season Coming to an End
science fair and other tests, and the end of
the year is usually stressful.‖ Although it
will be a challenging tournament, the girls
soccer team is confident that they will perHopes are high for
form well.
the upcoming 2013 BFS
However, it‘s not just the girl‘s
SKAC soccer tournament,
team that seems positive about the future
scheduled to take place
games. The boys soccer captain, Jeff You,
on Sunday, May 26th.
When asked about her predictions said, ―Our soccer team is definitely ready to
win the SKAC tournament.‖
for the upcoming games, Anastasia GogiLike the girls, there has been pracashvilli, a current player on the high school
girl‘s soccer team, said, ―I think we will be tice attendance problems due to homework,
hagwons, and the upcoming science fair.
able to beat Jejudo school but not BIFS
Jeff also expressed his worry about the
because they are strong and have skills
that we don‘t practice.‖ Practice attendance troubles that the team will face in the tournament, stating, ―BIFS will be the most
has been an issue. When asked how many
difficult team to beat,.‖
players regularly attend Ana answered,
Since the last tournament, both
―Eight to ten, because we are busy doing
BFS teams have been working hard to im-

Alex Kim

prove their passing, increase their stamina,
and coordinate team plays. With these adjustments, both teams believe they are capable of coming home with the big win.
The boys soccer coach, Mr. Engle,
also expressed his thoughts about the upcoming SKAC tournament, saying, ―We are
very strong and doing extremely well.‖ He
knows the strengths of the opponent teams
the best, believing that we might have
trouble with Hadong International School
(HIS) and BIFS ―because they are bigger
and sometimes faster.‖
Nonetheless, both soccer teams
have made tremendous progress throughout the year and will be prepared to play
some of the best soccer that BFS has ever
seen! Good luck and bring home the trophy!

What Happened to the Lotte Giants?
Joseph Han
Summertime is here so that means it is baseball season in Korea. It is very popular for people to head over to Sajik stadium and cheer on
Busan‘s very own Lotte Giants. Unfortunately the beloved Giants are not successful so far this season. Right now
they are sitting just below the middle of the pack with a record of 9 wins and 10 losses,
which puts them in 6th place out of 9. They started
off red hot the first week of April and then cooled
right off losing 8 of their next ten games.
Looking over the results of the season so far,
one would see that they seem to lack scoring consistency,
meaning that their scoring is all over the place. For example,
one night they score 7 runs, but the night before they only got
one run. Some could say this is due to the opposing team pitching staff, but this has been occurring all season long. The team‘s
overall batting average is only .247 which is 6th place in the
league and they have only managed a meager 5 homeruns all
season.

One explanation for the lackluster offense could be that
they never replaced power hitter Hong Seong Huun who left to
join Doosan this last offseason. Meanwhile both Kang Min Ho
and Jeon June Woo have been in major hitting slumps, leaving
the team yearning for some much needed hitting power.
In addition to their poor offense, their defense and
pitching has also been horrible. They are giving up
5.04 runs per game while averaging 3.95 per game. In
terms of their fielding ability, they are stinking it up.
They have made 25 errors in 24 games. That means
they average over 1 error per game, which is the second worst in the league. Their pitching has not been
good, hence the high scores. However, they have had a
lot of close games that they have lost which falls on the
shoulders of the closers. Their best closer, Jeong Dae Hyeon
has been sidelined with a knee injury since April 22nd.
So far this season, the Lotte Giants are stuck in the
bottom half of league standings due to a lack of hitting power,
sloppy fielding, and a lack of closing ability. This leaves them
with a record just below the 500 mark. Hopefully Kang Min Ho
and Jeon June Woo can find their groove and avoid unforced errors, and our hometown Lotte Giants can win a few games for a
change.

Middle School Basketball Rises Up at BIFS
Steve Park
BFS‘s
athleticism
came to life on April 27th
when the middle school
boys basketball team, led
by Coach Naegli and
Coach Brennan, took part in a nonconference basketball tournament held at
BIFS. The boys showed tremendous teamwork and enthusiastic spirit in their victory over a DIS team and two of BIFS‘s
teams for an overall record of three wins
and two losses.
The day started slowly with the boys
losing their first game against BIFS, and

losing their second against DIS. About the
game against DIS, Coach Brennan said,
―They didn‘t seem to have the enthusiasm
of DIS. Also, DIS had some really athletic
players. Once our team gave up about two
or three baskets, we lost hope.‖
After the two losses, the spirits of
the young athletes from BFS seemed to
rise from hopelessness. They won the remainder of their games, their enthusiasm
growing with every win. As Coach Naegeli
described it, ―The team had to refocus after
our lackluster performance to come out
strong in the following game. And to their
credit they came out strong.‖
What began as a disappointing
day ended with laughs and cheers.

Samuel Lee, the captain of the
boys‘ basketball team, reflected on the day
and looked forward to the future: ―I took
away a lot of things like trying to be a
team leader and trying to set up plays. I
want to work on dribbling with my left
hand, I want to work on my jumpshot, and
I want to be able to have more tricks that
can help me in the game.‖
As they continually practice and
grow, they will prepare for new and fun
experiences, such as the 8th grade players
getting ready for high school basketball.
The future looks bright for these boys and
their team. GO SHARKS!
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Stephen’s Steamy
Summer Suggestions
Stephen Lee
Are you guys like me, stuck on this peninsula for the rest of the summer? Are you worried about what you will do to survive the blistering humidity of Busan? Well, have no fear,
Stephen is here! This is my list of the top 5
places to go to have a good time in the summer.
Lets start with number five. Visiting the Busan Aquarium
is an awesome idea. Take the underwater tour you have always
wanted. You can go through a tunnel where you have an all around
view of the habitat of the underwater mammals. The Busan Aquarium has actually acquired a rare species of dolphin which you can
also see. If you are courageous enough, scuba dive with the sharks!
It‘s the place to be.
Number four is surprisingly obvious. Korea is the home to
the biggest department store in all of Asia, Shinsegae. At Shinsegae,
you can go watch movies, get yourself a massage at SpaLand or even
ice skate in the middle of the summer while chowing down on exquisite meals from their food court nearby. The variety of activities
makes every day there exciting. There is too much stuff to do there,
I recommend multiple trips to this mall to get the whole experience.
Number three is for those tough athletic people out there.
There is a popular mountain you can hike - Geomjeongsan. It has a
wall of bricks that used to be used as a fortress to protect against
Japanese imperialism. It looks and feels like a miniature version of
the Great Wall of China. You can hike through trails that the Korean soldiers of the past would have used. Once you get to the top of
the mountain, you are rewarded with a breathtaking view overlooking the skyline and other mountaintops. Make sure to stick around
for the inspirational sunset.
Number two is pretty obvious - hit up one of the many
beaches of Busan. The beach is fun, but it‘s more fun when you have
your friends with you. You can play beach volleyball, even if you‘re
bad at it like me. Go for a swim, ride a jet-ski, or try to get out on a
boat trip. You can also snorkel and explore the mysterious terrain
under the sea. The beach will not be a disappointment. If Haeundae
is too crowded, head over to Gwangan, Songjeong, or Dadaepo Beach
instead. They are way more chill, but just as beautiful.
The number one place to be in the summer is a little more
expensive than the rest. Jeju Island, the famous island on the southern tip of Korea, has many exclusive activities that are available
only in the summer. You can go-kart with your friends while eating
fruity chocolate. One of the more fun things to do there is go windsurfing. There are many beautiful beaches, delicious local cuisine,
and endless natural beauty to explore. Jeju is less than an hour
away by flight.
So there you have it, these are my top five favorite things to
do during the summer time in Korea. What are you waiting for?
Carpe Diem, seize the day, and make your summer in the R.O.K. as
exciting as possible.

Which Senior?
How cute! These are baby pictures of one
of our graduating seniors. But who is it?
Take a guess! The answer will be in the
next issue of Shark Bytes.

Answer from last issue:
Brandon Green
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